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Stuart Pumps offers a full range
of associated couplings from
stock including lever lock Bauer
style along with wire armour,
PVC, Poly and lay-flat hoses with
open ended or supplied cut to
length with male-female lever
lock couplings fitted either end. Full list of in stock items available via
our website in addition to offering a full range of non-return valves,
water meters, gate valves and many more fittings.

Tsurumi Submersible Pumps
Collection of new Tsurumi
submersible pumps sold in the
previous quarter including a high
head LH622, agitator submersibles
GPN411 among many more.
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Used 8”x6” Armstrong LPCB approved
Fire Pump sold to Philippines.
The set was fully checked and tested prior
to sale with test videos posted on our
YouTube channel for the customer to view.
Used 6”x6” Godwin CD150M sold to
quarry company in Cumbria.
Fitted with Godwins reliable venturi/
compressor priming system offering rapid
re-prime rates from dry.

Used 8”x6” Weir Multiflow 360G end suction
pump sold to customer in Lithuania.

Full road transportation suction dredger
sold to a customer in Poland. Included in the
sale was a used FG Wilson 27kva generator,
Godwin ET80 pump, pipework and pipe
floats all fully checked and re-painted prior
to loading on the customers own vehicle for
transport.
At our new 50acre site we now have the
space available to deliver large projects with
ease.

New 8”x8” SPP EY200 self-priming
pump on fixed height trailer sold to
customer in Sweden.
Pump incorporates auto float control
and SMS monitoring system. At the
Stuart Group we hold new pumps in
stock to avoid lengthy lead-times when
ordered direct from manufacturer. This
also enables quick response should you
want to purchase pumps for emergency
flood relief.

Used Selwood S300 sold to a customer
in Finland. The 12” automatic self-priming unit is capable of flow of up to
1200m3/h and is housed in a full sound
attenuated box canopy reducing sound
levels to at least 60dBA at 7m. The set
was fully checked and tested at our
workshop facilities in Shorpham and
re-painted Red prior to sale.

Welcome back from retirement!
We welcome back John Caden into the sales team.
Having retired early in February 2017 he found that
he couldn’t keep away from the pump industry
and jumped at the opportunity to return to Stuart
Pumps sales team.
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